The article addresses the issue of the earliest translations of Dickinson's poetry in Slovene.
In the late 1970s I received a call from Mrs Mila Senk, the editor-in-chief of Slovene language yearly almanac for Slovene emigrants, the Slovenski koledar. She was searching for someone knowledgeable in Slovene-American cultural history in order to prepare for publication a 1,000-page-long manuscript, a memoir, written by Vatroslav (Vatro) GrilP. Grill was a Slovene-born lawyer who had been living "between" the U.S. and Slovenia 2 ; besides holding a government job in Cleveland, Ohio, he had spent many years serving as editor-in-chief of the Slovene language newspapers Enakopravnost (1919-36 and 1943-57) , Napredek , and Nova Doba. He was also active in the Cleveland-based Slovene language theatrical group /van Cankar, both acting and directing. When he retired from his positions, he visited his homeland several times. In 1963 he and his wife Anne spent almost the whole year in Slovenia. Upon their return to the United States, they bid farewell to Cleveland and moved southward, to California to be closer to their sons' growing families as well as to enjoy the benefits of a warm climate. And so it turned out that Grill, in his advanced age, "began to court the muses" (Manuscript 640). He began to read extensively and play the violin, he resumed drawing after years of abstinence, as well as devoted himself to poetry in an attempt "to comprehend its secrets" (Ibid.). Emily Dickinson had been his favorite poet for years and although he had toyed with the idea of translating some of her poems into Slovene, he never found the time to do so. At the time, Dickinson's poetry had not yet been translated into Slovene (641). No wonder, for this 19th century poet who "looked inward at her own experience" (Koloski in Lewicki 78) to compose her enigmatic, fragmented, epigrammatic poetry remains a serious challenge to translators worldwide. Her poetry that breaks the rules of traditional poetics pointing towards more modern trends of the 20th century, has puzzled the readers as well as prospective translators who realize that any translation of a Dickinson poem depends in the first place on the translator's interpretation of it. Multi-layered and ambivalent as her texts are, they are frequently seen as a test of the translator's abilities. If we speculate on why Grill chose to translate some of Dickinson's verse, the above may well be the case.
EMILY DICKINSON IN SLOVENE TRANSLATION
Aside from Grill, other Slovene translators shunned Dickinson's verse. 3 Relatively little has been translated so far. The first translations were published almost 100 years after the original: in 1988 Mart Ogen published a selection of 96 Dickinson poems titled simply Emily Dickinson. Ogen chose to follow Dickinson's example of nonitlingherverse. In the "Contents", he arranged the translated poems by using the Johnson number "as given by Thomas H. Johnson's 1955 edition ofDickinson's complete poems" (http://en.wilkipedia.org/wiki/List of Emily Dickinson poems) adding in brackets his Slovene translation of the first line. In the book, however, the poems are only numbered. 4 This is followed by Ogen's 33-page-essay on Emily Dickinson and her work that also includes Ogen's translation of poem 306. The essay itself is divided in three parts. In Part I, titled "U ganka Emily Dickinson" (The Enigma ofEmily Dickinson) , Ogen speaks about the genesis and subsequent fate ofDickinson's poetry, mentioning some details concerning Emily's habit of binding her books in tiny notebooks as well as sending some of them by mail to her best friends. In Part II of his essay, titled "Puritanska upornica" (The Puritan Rebel), Ogen proceeds by focusing on Emily's Puritan heritage, reminding the reader of her predecessors' tendency to keep a spiritual (or written) diary in order to evaluate their chances of redemption in a given moment. According to Ogen, this represents Emily's major inheritance: " ... this constant, terrifying awareness of the position of one's soul, that oscillation of disposition between cheerful certainty and the anguish of dark despair" (Ogen 107, my translation). This lengthy chapter reviews Emily's life including the lives of her closest family and friends, both male and female. Ogen concludes with the difficult birth of Emily's first posthumous collection of verse published in 1890, the one that went through 11 printings in two years. In Part Ill, "Pesnica" (The Poet), Ogen exposes Dickinson's use of language as the element that most of her admirers find unique (117). However, according to Ogen, it is Dickinson's attitude towards the English language that distinguishes her from the other poets (118). Ogen compares Dickinson's relationship towards language with her attitude towards Puritanism-in both cases it is respectful towards its "vivacity of meaning" but disrespectful and even revolutionary towards the emptiness of overused words and ways of expression (Ibid.). Ogen stresses Dickinson's originality and creativity vis-a-vis the English language, providing examples from her poems. He further on speaks about Emily's revolutionary use of punctuation that has often been misinterpreted and/or underestimated by various editors. In terms of form, most of Dickinson's verse take up the form of religious hymns and religious verse in general. Dickinson's poems are predominantly four-line stanzas composed of eight-and six-foot lines respectively, in iambic and trochaic meter. Ogen particularly stresses the difference in length of words between English (short) and Slovene (long); consequently Slovene religious verse tends to be longer -alternately eleven-to fifteen-and seven-to nine-foot stanzas. The above, says Ogen, was his principal guideline in the translation process (121) .
.. Ien_y~;!rs_later Niko Grafenauer published three poems by Emily Dickinson in his anthology Orfejev spev (1998). The translators included Ales Debeljak, who translated poem No. 915 , "Faith is the pierless bridge" (Vera -je brezbrezen most), Ivo Svetina (290, "Of bronze-and blaze" -"Iz brona-in zarenja") and Miklavz Komelj (67, "Success is counted sweetest" -"Uspeh se zdi najslajsi njim"). The mode of selection of poems to be published in the above anthology was as interesting as it was innovative: Grafenauer contacted 32 contemporary Slovene poets asking them each to select 10 favorite poems in any language. Each poet was further asked to write a short explanatory essay concerning the difficulty (or ease, for that matter) of choice to be published along with the translations. In his piece, the poet Milan Jesih said the following: Jesih's self-critical words echo the sentiment of a number of his fellow poets mentioned beforehand. Dickinson's poetry was far from being everybody's choice. Poets-translators were puzzled by her ambiguous, multi-layered verse that had, over time, been analyzed and interpreted every which way. I believe one of the greatest stumbling blocks for the translators was the poet's manner ofcomposition whereby the contents determines the form and not vice versa. Dickinson's is no traditional poetry in terms of figurative elements. In her M.A. thesis Polona Godina analyzed the formal characteristics of Dickinson' s poetry pointing out the relative absence of rhyme and, consequently, her use of "substitutes" -such as various rhetorical, syntactic and semantic devices. Dickinson's fondness for neologisms, her use of well-known words in "inappropriate" positions, her grammatical experimentation along with the use of archaic expressions, has become proverbial. Godina also stressed Dickinson's repeated use of parallelism that has been much used in Slovene folk poetry as well (96) The above poem is allegorical, one of the many records of "Dickinson's pilgrim's progress of the soul" (Williams in Blake, Wells 258). Dickinson employs the metaphor of the cocoon's evolution in the process of becoming a butterfly to speak about the transformation, the growth of her soul. The image of the inflated cocoon along with the vision of the new butterfly's future power and freedom serves the speaker as the formula to express her yearning "for freedom and for the power to survey nature and feel at home with it" (Marcus 78). The poet's last stanza however, cuts short the optimism of the previous two stanzas revealing the poet's well-known tendency "to see herself as small and lost and doubtless doomed" (Sewall 158). Her belief in God's immanence leads her towards the contemplation of nature, as well as her own self, to find a hint of how to achieve the best possible transformation of her soul. But the hints are vague, the signs unclear and her soul has once again been taken to the verge of the incomprehensible. It is the Puritan tendency to dwell on spiritual life that presents the main topic of this poem, (a theme not unknown to some of Dickinson's contemporaries, particularly Hawthorne).
Formally, the poem displays some of Dickinson's well-known poetic devices that characterize her poetry in general: elliptical, epigrammatic diction, irregularities of rhythm (although the conventional iambic tetrameter alternating with iambic trimeter is clearly.discernible) and irregular rhyme.
A comparison of Dickinson's original poem with Ogen's translation reveals differences visible upon first sight: the mere count of syllables in Ogen's translation is higher as already foreshadowed by Ogen in his essay on Dickinson. Furthermore Ogen chose to capitalize all nouns (unlike Dickinson) thus visibly exposing the key words of the poem. Putting the particularities ofform aside, it is obvious that Ogen's rendering of Dickinson's poem 1099 captures the meaning well. The basic difference between the two poems, however, liesin Ogen's inability to duplicate Dickinson's ambiguity, particularly in the last two verses of the second stanza. Of the two poems, Ogen's is much easier to understand and his choice of dashes, otherwise so characteristic ofDickinson's poetry but not used in this particular one-is, in my opinion rather superfluous.
In comparison with Ogen, who strived toward clarity of expression as well as the resulting clarity of meaning, Vatro Grill's rendering of poem 1099 captures one element ofDickinson's poetry well, viz. the ambiguity. The count of syllables reveals Grill's attempt not to spoil the tetrameter/trimeter iambic scheme used by Dickinson. In this way Grill stood before an insoluble problem as the length of Slovene words exceeds the length of English counterparts. In order to overcome these self-imposing limitations, Grill had to search for short words. This explains his choice of the word "cut" for "capacity" (adequately translated as sposobnost by Ogen) in the third line of the first stanza, as well as reducing "the dress I wear" ( 411) into "to obleko" (this dress-well translated as Obleko kijo nosim by Ogen). Grill's understanding of the first two lines of the second stanza differs from Ogen's, for he implies that the power of the bu~terfly must be (or perhaps may be?) its inborn wish to fly; Ogen, on the other hand speaks about the butterfly's power and surrender (added by Ogen) as contained in its ability to,fly. The last two lines of the second stanza represented a challenge for both translators, the most problematic aspect being the verb "concedes". My understanding is that the verb "concedes" refers to "the aptitude to fly" thus "the aptitude to fly" conceding "the meadows of majesty". Grill's understanding of the two lines is ambiguous for I cannot decipher the meaning of the verb "sklepa" used in his translation ofline four. Ogen, however, translated "concedes" as "contains" (vsebuje) linking the meaning to the second line, viz. "the aptitude to fly".
Grill's desire not to spoil the form led him to depersonalize the last stanza. The first-person speaker completely disappears; the cold, impersonal third person singular speaker struggles to capture the poet's meaning in terse, clipped language but, in my opinion, sadly fails to do so. Dickinson's first line is thus rendered as, roughly translated, 'the hint requiring the forehead to wrinkle at the sign of the omen'. The closest to Dickinson's meaning is Grill's rendering of the third line where he speaks about a number of mistakes that will probably be made. His translation of Dickinson's last line, "if at last I I take the clew divine" as "kjerkoli sled bozanska" (wherever trace divine) is suggestive ofDickinson's elliptical language but does not capture the mean-ing of Dickinson's verse. Ogen's translation of the last stanza, on the other hand, is precise in terms of meaning, leaving the reader no doubt whatsoever. 
Poceni dam-
The above poem demonstrates the poet's use of imagery (floss, rope) that is seemingly unrelated to the idea she wants to express: far from being the center of the universe, human existence is vulnerable. Dickinson ironically suggests two approaches to the predicament, one aesthetic and the other practical but none perfect. Her irony reaches the climax in the last stanza with her direct address challenging the reader to take his/her choice.
Dickinson's highly irregular meter in a way absolved the translators, especially Grill, from counting the feet too much. Ogen's translation follows the original closely whereby Ogen uses both capital letters in places where Dickinson uses them -to expose all nouns -as well as the dashes to indicate inconclusive thought. In the last verse of the poem, Ogen manages to convey Dickinson's meaning although he uses a different Slovene phrase for "Prices reasonable", changing Dickinson's impersonal statement into ,a personal one ("Poceni dam"-roughly translated as 'I am selling cheaply'). In the second stanza, Ogen had to decide between the formal and informal address ('you' as second person singular (ti) or third person plural (vi) in Slovene), which is otherwise nonexistent in English. Whereas he chose the more detached formal vi, Grill selected the more intimate ti. Grill's translation of Dickinson's first stanza captures the meaning well in spite of his decision to replace "abyss" (prepad) with a somewhat less fearful synonym "globina" (depth). In the second stanza, however, the meaning is obscured by Grill's choice of Slovene equivalents for "Trough"
